Abstract-Cloud computing provides computing resources with elasticity following a pay-as-you-go model. This raises MultiObjective Optimization Problems (MOOP), in particular to find Query Execution Plans (QEPs) with respect to users' preferences being for example response time, money, quality, etc. In such a context, MOOP may generate Pareto-optimal front with high complexity. Pareto-dominated based Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEA) are often used as an alternative solution, like Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithms (NSGAs) that provide better computational complexity. This paper presents NSGA-G, a NSGA based on Grid Partitioning for improving complexity and quality of current NSGAs. Experiments on DTLZ test problems using Generational Distance (GD), Inverted Generational Distance (IGD) and Maximum Pareto Front Error prove the relevance of our solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing provides computing resources with elasticity following a pay-as-you-go model. This raises MultiObjective Optimization Problems (MOOP), in particular to find Query Execution Plans (QEPs). Indeed, Users may face conflicting objectives. Let's consider a query Q in a example below. Example 1.1: A query Q in the medical domain, based on TPC-H query 3 and 4 [1] This query is optimized and transformed into a logical plan. After that a physical tree is generated and then translated into physical tasks with respect to the infrastructure and its configuration. From a physical tree, various QEPs are generated with respect to the number of nodes, their capacity in terms of CPU, memory and disk and the pricing model. Table I presents an example of possible QEPs for Q. Choosing an execution plan is a tradeoff between objectives such as the response time or the monetary cost, and depends on users' preferences: a user A may prefer minimizing his budget (QEP1); a user B may want the lowest response time (QEP2); a user C may look for a tradeoff between time and money (QEP3). MOOP can be defined as [2] :
where x = (x 1 , ..., x n ) T ∈ Ω ⊆ R n is an n-dimensional vector of the decision variables, Ω is the decision (variable) space and F is the objective vector function that contains m real value functions. In general, there is no point in Ω that minimizes all the objectives together. Pareto optimality is defined by tradeoffs among the objectives. If there is no point x ∈ Ω such that F (x) dominates F (x * ), x * ∈ Ω, x * is called Pareto optimal, and F (x * ) is called a Pareto optimal vector. A set of all the Pareto optimal points is the Pareto set. A Pareto front is a set of all the Pareto optimal objective vectors.
Generating the Pareto-optimal front can be computationally expensive and is often infeasible [3] . In the context of cloud computing, a challenging problem is thus: how to efficiently propose diverse QEPs?
As an alternative to the Pareto-optimal, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) look for approximations (set of solutions not far away from the optimal front). Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimization (EMO) approaches [4] - [8] have been developed based on Pareto dominance techniques [4] , Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) [5] , Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) [6] . EMO algorithms aims to find and maintain a front of non-dominated solutions, to find optimal Pareto set solutions. An evolutionary process enables to explore the search space. The non-dominated set is maintained and prepared for the next population of candidate solutions.
Among EMO approaches, Non-dominated Sorting Algorithms (NSGAs) [7] , [9] aims to reduce computational complexity while maintaining diversity among solutions. NSGA-II [7] and SPEA-II [6] use crowding distances to maintain diversity. However, complexity is high and diversity cannot be preserved with more than two objectives [10] . Zhang and Li proposed an algorithm maintaining diversity with more than three objectives problem, MOEA/D [2] . MOEA/D uses a decomposition approach to divide multiple objectives into various single objective optimization subproblems and solved up to four objectives [11] . In 2013, Deb and Jain proposed NSGA-III [8] , using a set of reference directions to guide the search process. However the computation complexity is the highest among algorithms.
This paper presents NSGA-G (Non-dominated Sorting Algorithm based on Grid Partitioning) to improve both diversity and efficiency. NSGA-G maintains diversity by selecting solutions in a Pareto set in multiple groups randomly, which are divided by a Grid Partitioning in the space of solutions. A solution is selected by comparison in a group, instead of between all members in a Pareto set. This approach reduces the computation time in EMO with large populations. NSGA-G does not only inheritances of the superior characteristics of NSGAs in computational complexity, but also improve both quality and computation time to solving MOOP in cloud computing becoming easier. NSGA-G has been validated though experiments on DTLZ problems [12] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background of our research. NSGA-G is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents experiments to validate NSGA-G. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and lists some perspectives.
II. BACKGROUD
As a running example let a query Q in Example 1.1. Let's assume the query is processed on Amazon EC2. The master consists in a m2.4xlarge instance (8 virtual cores and with 68.4 GB of RAM). Workers consist in m3.2xlarge instances (8 virtual cores and with 30 GB of RAM). If the pool of resources is 70 VCPU with 260GB of memory, the number of QEPs is thus 70 x 260 = 18,200. The problem is then how to optimize such a query, with respect to multiple objectives (response time, monetary cost, etc.).
A. Pareto plan set
Let a query q be an information request from databases, presented by a set Q of tables. A Query Execution Plan (QEP) includes an ordered set of operators (select, project, join, etc.). The set of QEPs p of q is denoted by symbol P.
The set of operators is denoted by
The execution cost of a QEP depends on parameters, which values are not known at the optimization time. A vector x denotes parameters' value and the parameter space X is the set of all possible parameter vectors x. In MOOP, let denote N the set of n cost metrics. We can compare QEPs according to n cost metrics which are processed with respect to the parameter vector x and cost functions c n (p, x). Let C denotes the set of cost function c.
Let p 1 , p 2 ∈ P, p 1 dominates p 2 if the cost values according to each cost metrics of plan p 1 is less than or equal to the corresponding values of plan p 2 in all the space of parameter X . That is to say
The function Dom(p 1 , p 2 ) ⊆ X yields the parameter space region where p 1 dominates p 2 [13] :
p 1 strictly dominates p 2 if all the values for the cost functions of p 1 are less than the corresponding values for p 2 [14] :
A Pareto region of a plan is a space of parameters where there is no alternative plan that has lower cost than itself [15] :
B. Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithms [7] , [8] Among EMO approaches, Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithms provide low computational complexity of nondominated sorting. Initially, NSGAs start with a population, P 0 , consisting of N solutions. In query processing in cloud computing, a population represents for a set of candidates QEP. The size of P 0 is smaller than the space of all candidates. Each solution is on a specified rank or non-domination level (any solution in level 1 is not dominated, any solution in level 2 is dominated by one or more solutions in level 1, and so on). At first, the offspring populations Q 0 , N solutions, is created by the binary tournament selection, and mutation operators [16] . Secondly, a population R 0 = P 0 ∪ Q 0 with the size of 2N should be divided into subpopulations based on the ordering of Pareto dominance. The appropriate N members from R 0 will be chosen for the next generation. The non-dominated sorting based on usual domination principle [17] is first used, which classifies R 0 into different non-domination levels (F 1 , F 2 , and so on). After that, a parent population of next-generation P 1 is selected in R 0 from level 1 to level k so that the size of P 1 = N , and so on.
NSGA-II [7] and NSGA-III [8] follow the same process, illustrated by Algorithm 1. Assume that the process is at t th generation. A combined population R t = P t ∪ Q t is formed. The population R t is sorted in level F 1 , F 2 , .... Now solutions that belong to the best non-dominated F 1 are good solutions in R t . If the size of F 1 is smaller than N , all members of F 1 are selected to P t+1 . Thus, solutions in F 2 are chosen next, and so on. This process continues until no more level can be fitted in p t+1 . The last level F l cannot be filled in P t+1 : l j=1 | F j |> N . The procedure is illustared by Fig. 1 .
Algorithm 1 Generation t of NSGA-II and NSGA-III [7] , [8] 1: function EVALUATION(Pt,N ) 2:
while | St |≤ N do NSGA-II, NSGA-III and other NSGAs differ in the way to select members in the last level F l . To keep the diversity, NSGA-II in [7] and SPEA-II [6] use crowding distance among solutions in their selection. Koppen and Yoshida [18] , [19] stated that NSGA-II procedure is not suitable for multiobjective optimization problems and should replace crowding distance operator for better performance. Hence, when the population has a high-density area, higher than others, NSGA-II will prefer the solution that is located in a lesser crowded region. For example, when the size of the population is 10, NSGA-II will reject four solutions in an area limited by 4 points, near (1.0,0.0), in Fig. 2 . In example 1.1, user A and B tend to choose solution (0.0,1.0) or (1.0,0.0), while NSGA-II leads to skipping the particular points closed to (1.0,0.0). For exmaple, the minimum monetary and longest computation time.
On the other hand, MOEA/D [2] decomposed a multiple objectives problem into a various scalar optimization subproblems. The diversity of solutions depends on the scalar objectives. However, the number of the neighborhood should be defined before running the algorithm, and the authors did not show how to estimate a good neighborhood. The diversity was considered as the selecting solution associated with these different subproblems. The experiments in [8] showed various versions of MOEA/D approaches fail to maintain a good distribution of points NSGA-III, an Evolutionary Many-Objective Optimization Algorithm Using Reference-point Based Non-Dominated Sorting Approach, Deb et al. [8] using different directions to maintain the diversity of solutions. NSGA-III replaces the crowding distance operator by comparing solutions, each solution being associated to a Reference Point [8] , which impacts the execution time to built the Reference Points in each generation. The diversity of NSGA-III is better than others, but the execution time is very high. For instance, with 2 objectives and 2 divisions, 3 reference points will be created, (0.0,1.0), (1.0,0.0), and (0.5,0.5) in Fig. 2 . After selecting process, the diversity of population is better than NSGA-II with solutions near 3 reference points. However, NSGA-III should compare all solutions for each point, so the computation time is very high.
In addition, NSGAs often compare all solutions to choose good solutions in F l . Therefore, when the number of solutions or objectives is significant, the time for calculating and comparing is considerable.
C. Motivation
Using our running example, the traditional approach to build Pareto QEPs set may lead to a space of 18,200 solutions. Indeed, in the worst case of MOOP, all solutions are in Pareto plan set. Using NSGAs, this space would be reduce to the size of the population, N . Nevertheless none of the solution, being NSGA-II or NSGA-III, is satisfactory since there is a tradeoff between complexity and diversity.
III. NONDOMINATED SORTING GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED ON GRID PARTITIONING
This paper presents our Non-dominated Sorting Algorithm based on the Grid Partitioning (NSGA-G) to improve both diversity and convergence while having an efficient computation time by reducing the space of selecting good solutions in the truncating process. At t th generation of Non-dominated Sorting Algorithms, P t presents the parent population with N size and Q t is offspring population with N members created by P t . R t = P t ∪ Q t is a group which need to be chosen N members for P t+1 . To avoid calculating multiple objective cost values of all solutions in the population, we divide the space into multiple small groups by Grid Min Point and Grid Max Point, as shown in Fig. 2 . Each group has one Grid Min Point, the nearest smaller point, and one Grid Max Point, the nearest bigger point. We only calculate and compare solutions in a group. In this way, in any loop, we do not need to compare solutions among all members in F l , as F 3 in Fig. 2 . Besides, the characteristic of diversity in removing the solution among members is maintained by choosing a group randomly. The next algorithm will show our strategy to select N − while | F l |> M do 8: selectRandomGroup() 9: removeMaxSolutionInGroup() 10: end while 11: return F l 12: end function
The functions in line 1 and 2 will determine the new origin coordinates and the maximum objective values of all solutions, respectively. After that, they will be normalized to a range of 0 − 1. All solutions will be in the different groups, depending on the coefficient of the grid. The most important characteristic of this algorithm is that we select the group randomly like NSGA-III to keep the diversity characteristic and remove the solution among members of that group. This selection helps to avoid comparing and calculating the maximum objectives in all solutions.
B. Quality of NSGA-G 1) Convergence: In terms of convergence, Pareto dominance is a fundamental criterion to compare solutions. Our algorithm keeps the generation process of NSGAs, except the removing solution for the next generation. The convergence characteristic of NSGA-G does not only keep the specification of NSGAs, but also better than original NSGAs. This will be shown in experiments of Generational Distance (GD) [20] , Inverted Generational Distance (IGD) [21] in next session.
2) Diversity: Our approach uses Grid Partitioning to guarantee that the solutions are distributed in all solution space. In the problems of N objectives, N ≥ 4, we assume that the last front should be removed k solutions. In each axis coordinate with the number of grids is n, the maximum of groups in all space of N axis coordinates is n N , and we chose the maximum of groups in the last front included all non-dominated solutions should be removed is n N −1 . Our idea is keeping the diversity characteristic of the genetic algorithm by generating k groups, removing k solutions which have the longest distance to the minimum grid point. Hence, in our algorithm, the number of grids is n = k 1/(N −1) .
3) Computation:
In this paper, we study the different reference points based on the grid point to reduce the computing of selecting good solution in the last front. By dividing into small groups, our algorithm selection a good solution in a small group, which has the smaller number of solutions than all of the solutions in the last front.
C. Application to Query Processing in Cloud Computing
In cloud computing, QEPs depend on the number of tables but also on the configuration of virtual machines to be used to execute jobs. Hence, generating the Pareto-optimal front can be computationally expensive and is often infeasible, because of the complexity of the underlying application [3] . Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are an alternative: they try to look for a good approximation. The set of solution is not too far away from the optimal front. This paper aims to apply NSGA-G to find optimal QEPs in cloud computing, that is to say elastic environments with a the pay-as-you-go model. Algorithm 3 and 4 show our application of NSGA-G to query processing in cloud computing. A Pareto set of QEPs will be generated after line 5 in Algorithm 3 with the size of QEPs being the size of NSGA's population. Depending on the weighted sum model W and users' constraints B [22] , the best QEP will be chosen by Algorithm 4. 
//Return best plan in P with weight sum model 7: return BestInP areto(P,
1: function BESTINPARETO(P, W, B)
2:
return p ∈ P|C(p) = min(W eightSum(P, W)) 7: end if 8: end function
IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Environment
For fair comparison and evaluation, we have used the same parameters such as Simulated binary crossover (30), Polynomial mutation (20) , max evaluations (10000), populations (100) for 1. eMOEA [23] , 2. NSGA-II, 3. MOEA/D [2] 4. NSGA-III, 5. NSGA-G 1 , during their 50 independent runs in solving two types of problems: DTLZ test problems [12] with more than 4 objectives, m, in multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) framework [24] in Open JDK Java 1.8. These algorithms use the same population size N = 100 and the maximum evaluation M = 10000.
B. Results
To estimate the qualities of the different algorithms, we use the Generational Distance (GD) [20] , the Inverted Generational Distance (IGD) [21] and the maximum Pareto Front Error [25] . GD measures how far the evolved solution set is from the true Pareto front [26] . IGD is a metric for estimating the quality of approximations to the Pareto front obtained by multi-objective optimization algorithms [27] , and could measure both convergence and diversity in a sense. The maximum Pareto Front Error shows the most significant distance between the individual in Pareto front and the solutions in the approximation front [26] . For all metrics, a lower value indicates the better quality.
By dividing the space of solution into multiple partitions and selecting groups randomly, our algorithm has both advantage of diversity and convergence, comparing to other NSGAs. The advantage of NSGA-G is not only shown in the experiments of GD, IGD in Table II , IV, but also is present in the Maximum Pareto Front Error experiment in VI. The convergence and diversity of NSGA-G are often the most or second quality in the tests (Table II and IV) .
By comparing solutions in a group, instead of all the space, our algorithm has an advantage of computation time with the high computation problems. Tables III, V, VII show the advantage of NSGA-G in the computation time. It can be seen that NSGA-G is better than other solutions when the number of objectives is large. V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm based on Grid Partitioning improving the diversity and convergence characteristic of Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithms. The proposed algorithm introduced the grid partitioning strategy in selecting, combining parents and offspring solutions to reduce the computation time. Experimental results have shown that the proposed algorithm achieves better computation performance and quality than other algorithms, such as NSGA-II, NSGA-III, and MOEA/D on DTLZ problems with more than four objectives.
In the scope of this paper, our experiments are based on DTLZ problems, which are often used for estimating the quality of Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms. NSGA-G will be applied for Multi-objective Query Optimization (MOQO) so as to define data configurations and query processing strategy in an elastic environments with a pay-as-you-go model.
